From: Brad Jackson <brad.jackson@waikato.ac.nz>
Subject: Re: Research Question about the Leadership Hexad
Date: March 9, 2021 at 9:30:41 PM EST
To: Jama C <jama@vt.edu>

Good questions, Jama - I'm not sure why you are making the distinction between 'people' and 'public'. I think the best way to think about the people/public components is to think about how each of the six lenses (or dyads between lenses as per Renato de Souxa's work) individually casts light on the various people who engage with the Farmer's market and why they do this. Remember you should just be trying to understand the leadership dynamics which focus on the creation of shared identity, purpose and direction. At its heart you are trying to understand the influence dynamics with respect to farmers, suppliers, regulators and customers etc.. I hope that helps. Especially good when you're in a comparative situation.

By all means use the Leadership Hexad image.

Good luck with the write-up of the thesis.

Warm regards,

Brad

On Fri, Mar 5, 2021 at 2:59 AM Jama C <jama@vt.edu> wrote:

I have another question that I hope is not too much of an imposition. I would like to include an image of the Leadership Hexad for my thesis and a report to a granting agency, Southern Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE).

I would like to request permission to include the Jackson (2019) image of the Leadership Hexad, which includes the descriptions of the lenses. In full disclosure, my thesis and the SARE report would be accessible in archives, if someone knew where to look for them.

Thank you for your time and for considering this request.

Very sincerely yours,

Jama
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